Infrastructure

Hosted.
Colocated. Managed.
The lowest-latency Infrastructure-as-a-Service
for instant and simplified market access.
TNS sets the precedent of how to build, host
and operate the most complex colocated
infrastructures that provide fastest market
access, for all asset classes, across all
geographies. Better yet, we provide this to
you as a fully-managed service. Tailored
to your trading approach, TNS offers highavailability, high-redundancy and highlyscalable in-colocation hosting options, with
seamless integration to its industry-leading
ultra-low latency Layer 1 connectivity and
market data services.

Global Coverage
with Local Expertise

High-Security
Specifications

Cost-Effective
Scalability
Low-Latency
Mutualized
Connectivity
Flexible
Amortization
Options

The World is Your Data Center

Closer Than Close

In Smart Hands

Wherever you require a trading presence,
TNS’ comprehensive hosting capabilities
span the globe. With extensive data
center relationships, in-country expertise
and powerful connectivity to over
2,800 on-net endpoints, TNS enables
instant and cost-effective access to all
major financial markets locations.

TNS excels in providing dedicated,
state-of-the-art contiguous cabinet
environments to minimize in-data
center latencies to exchange matching
engines. TNS easily scales from single
server footprints right up to multicabinet, fully-managed environments.

TNS’ best-in-class, in-house and
regionally located experts specialize in
navigating multifaceted implementations.
From single U deployments through to
multi-rack innovations, TNS delivers
market leading colocated infrastructure
that is appropriate for your business.

Security at its Core

Every Nanosecond Counts

Convenience is Key

TNS understands the importance of
safeguarding your mission-critical
infrastructure. All rack space that is
allocated to you, whether dedicated or
shared, is only accessible to pre-authorized
parties, and all environments are both
physically and logically segregated.

TNS’ pioneering Layer 1 solution offers the
lowest-available mutualized connectivity
latency to exchanges through its single-hop
architecture, facilitating the consumption of
market data and routing of mission-critical
orders in near real-time. Synchronization
to multiple PTP grandmaster clocks also
provides highly accurate timestamping
within every hosted location.

As an established managed service
provider, TNS is a single source for your
infrastructure procurement, implementation,
monitoring and management needs. TNS’
strong balance sheet and amortization
options alleviate your budgeting pressures
as you scale, while 24x7x365 support and
industry knowledge bolsters your existing
internal resource.

To learn more about TNS Financial Markets
solutions, contact a sales executive.
financial@tnsi.com
tnsxpress.com
tnsi.com
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